The proposed protocol has the following salient features:
Introduction
Recent technological trends have greatly stimulated distributed systems research and practice towards the support for mobile hosts. Laptops, cellular telephones, wireless networks, palmtop computers, wearable devices, allow users to carry computers to where their presence is actually needed. Not only this functionality may greatly extend the scope of existing applications of distributed systems, it may also enable novel application domains in such fields as inventory control, factory automation, on-site data collection, traffic monitoring and so on.
In this paper we propose a protocol for reliable multicast communication within a group that may include mobile hosts. By reliable multicast we mean, very informally, that all multicasts are delivered and there are no duplicates. Reliable multicast is a communication primitive that has proven its utility in the context of stationary distributed computing, in particular, where the application requirements imply a tight cooperation among a number of remote entities that must maintain some form of shared state. Our protocol extends the applications of this paradigm towards distributed mobile systems.
Mobile hosts typically need a special treatment, for a number of reasons. Traditional network protocols implicitly assume that hosts do not change their physical location over time [BPT96] . The proposed protocol has the following salient features:
• Multicast communication is reliable (all multicasts are delivered and there are no duplicates).
• The sender of each multicast may select among three increasingly strong delivery ordering guarantees [HT93]: FIFO (i.e., single-source ordering); Causal (i.e., deliveries occur in an order consistent with the "happened-before" ordering of transmissions [L78,PRS97,AV97]);
Total (i.e., all group members deliver multicasts in the same order and this order is consistent with causal order).
• The set of senders and receivers (group) may be dynamic: a mobile host may join and leave such group at will of the application.
• • Size of message headers, size of data structures at MHs, number of messages in the wired network for each multicast do not depend on the number of group members. These factors contribute to make the protocol highly scalable.
To the best of our knowledge, previous reliable multicast protocols for distributed mobile systems [AB96,PRS97,AV97,YHH97,ARR97] offered at most two of the following features, supported by our proposal: (i) incomplete spatial coverage; (ii) unreliable wireless communication;
(iii) dynamic membership. None such protocol was able to accommodate cell switching without any message exchange in the wired network and none supported the three delivery guarantees FIFO, Causal, Total.
We have analyzed in detail the performance of the proposed protocol by simulation. We anticipate that the protocol has good performance and good scalability properties. For example,
we shall see that the delivery latency with a fixed number of senders remains approximately constant up to a large number of receivers and that this latency is limited only by queuing times at "Mobile Support Stations", a factor that follows from the mismatch between the wired and wireless bandwidth and thus it is not a peculiarity of our protocol.
Overview and related work

Overview of the protocol
Our protocol is described in section 4. We present an overview here as a background for the next subsection where we discuss related work in this area. By stationary host (SH) we mean a host connected to the wired network.
In our protocol, new multicasts originated by MHs have to be processed by a small subset of SHs, the coordinators, that attach proper control information to these multicasts. The details of such processing and of the related control information depend on the delivery guarantee selected by the sender. Coordinators send the multicasts to mobile support stations (MSSs), i.e., SHs connected to the wired network and covering a cell each. MSSs broadcast messages from coordinators in the respective cell.
MHs may miss multicasts, for any of the following reasons: (i) they roam out of coverage; or
(ii) the wireless link looses the message; or (iii) they move at inopportune times, e.g., they switch cell before a multicast is broadcast in the old cell and after it has been broadcast in the new one. The idea of FEC is to get transmission right the first time. A sender that multicasts a message transmits also some extra data (redundant data), either in the same message or in a separate one.
At the receiver side the extra data are used to recover from possible communication errors and/or message losses. If extra data are not sufficient for recovery, the missing message is required by means of traditional schemes [RV98, WT00, PGM00].
Rather than hide mobility and wireless links, we adopted an indirect approach, i.e., one in which:
(i) the two portions, wired and wireless, of the communication path are treated differently; and (ii)
MHs and SHs are not considered on par with each other. According to the indirect model, a MH wishing to reliably multicast a message will send the payload to the MSS of the cell where it happens to be located and the MSS will multicast the message on behalf of it. It has been shown that indirect protocols may offer better performance and more flexibility in mobile wireless hand-off and to the simple negative acknowledgment scheme used. Such duplicates will be discarded by the protocol layer at MH itself, i.e., without delivering them to the application. The main advantage of this approach is that it allows to fully exploit the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. The drawback is that some data structures need to be maintained at MHs, in order to detect duplicates. However, such data structures only require some few bytes of memory.
As we shall see in Section 4, MHs have also a buffer for messages arrived out-of-order, but this is an optimization that is not necessary for correctness. Hence, an actual implementation may trade memory resources against delivery latency according to its own needs. Furthermore, full performance can be obtained even by reserving just a few kilobytes for buffering, as we have observed through simulation.
We did not strive to achieve exactly-once on the ground that it does not really imply substantial battery savings: given the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, the lower protocol layers of all MHs in a cell have to handle each message directed to any of them ¾ i.e., a MH has to handle many unnecessary messages anyway. Furthermore, as confirmed by our simulation results, duplicates do not consume wireless bandwidth significantly. Important battery savings could instead be obtained by minimizing transmissions operated by MHs. This feature is not exploited
, where each multicast has to be explicitly and individually acknowledged by the MH.
In contrast, we piggyback acknowledgments into other protocol messages that are needed anyway, i.e., for recovering from missing messages.
The protocol in [AB96] is such that a MH has to acknowledge every received multicast before the announces its presence in the cell by sending back a response "greeting" message that contains its host identifier. We shall omit the details of this protocol for sake of brevity.
We point out what follows: (I) When a MH switches between cells, the related MSSs do not exchange any state information about this computer; they simply update autonomously the respective local. (II) We allow messages exchanged between a MH and an MSS to be lost even while MH continues to belong to local at that MSS; for instance, there could be a physical obstruction in the related cell or MH could leave and re-enter this cell so quickly that its movement is not tracked by the beaconing protocol. (III) A MH could (temporarily) belong to local at multiple MSSs; for instance, because the execution of the beaconing protocol triggered by a cell switching cannot complete simultaneously at both MSSs involved. In short, location information need not reflect "instantaneously" the actual cell compositions and may be (temporarily) inaccurate. We interpret local only as a "hint" about the actual cell composition and use it only for allocating and deallocating data structures at MSSs. The content of local is never critical for correctness.
4
The protocol
Interface
A MH becomes a group member by executing the Join() primitive and stops being a group member by executing the Leave() primitive (we consider only one group for ease of presentation). Each group member may send multicasts to the other members, through the • (FIFO Order) If a group member sends a message m2 after sending a message m1, then any group member that delivers both messages delivers first m1 and then m2.
• (Causal Order) If the transmission of a message m2 causally follows the transmission of a message m1, then any group member that delivers both messages delivers first m1 and then m2.
• (Total Order) Any two group members that deliver a pair of messages m1 and m2, deliver them in the same order, e.g. either they both deliver m1 before m2, or they both deliver m2 before m1.
FIFO Order is guaranteed for any pair of messages. Causal Order is guaranteed for any pair of messages in which m2 is sent via either C-Cast() or T-Cast(). Total Order applies to any pair of multicasts sent via T-Cast().
The fact that group members indeed deliver messages is guaranteed under reasonable assumptions on their physical movements, i.e., "a group member does not move very fast, all the time" [B98].
In particular, a group member M stops delivering messages if: (i) M starts entering and leaving cells so quickly that its messages never arrive to any MSS or the matching acknowledgements are systematically lost; and (ii) this pattern of movements persists forever. Similarly, a host wishing to be a group member indeed manages to become a group member unless it moves according to (i) and (ii).
Some of the messages delivered by group members consist of membership changes that are triggered by Join() and Leave() primitives. Such messages are marked with a special flag and contain the current group membership. Property Total Order apply to membership changes.
Implementation overview
We say that a host C receives a message m when m arrives at the protocol at C. We say that C delivers m when the protocol forwards m up to the application. For ease of presentation we shall assume that all group members run on MHs and that there is at most one group member at each host.
A statically defined set of SHs act as coordinators. A statically defined coordinator is the boss, indicated CB. Each group member is associated with a coordinator. Initially we shall assume that:
(I) the group membership is static; (II) it is known to all coordinators; (III) each group member knows the identity of its own coordinator. We shall remove these assumptions in Section 4.4, where we shall discuss group joining and leaving.
In this section we shall provide an overview of the implementation, whereas in the next sections we shall detail the actions performed at each host. The overview is based on Figure 1 , that shows simple examples of the message pattern resulting when a group member, say p, issues a multicast.
The examples assume 3 cells, 4 coordinators, 7 MHs (s is out of coverage). Letters next to coordinators indicate the associations with MHs (the boss CB is not associated with any MH).
The first field of each message is a value of an enumerated type called tag and indicated in SMALLCAPS. Each group member has a unique member identifier selected by the group member upon joining the group (see Section 4.4).
A group member mid issuing either F-Cast() or C-Cast() (Figure 1 -left) sends a NEW message containing the payload to the local MSS (1). The MSS replies with an acknowledgement (2) and forwards the message to the coordinator associated with mid, say C(mid) (3). C(mid) changes the tag to NORMAL, appends a sequence number and multicasts the resulting message to MSSs (4).
MSSs then broadcast NORMAL messages to group members in the respective cells (5).
A group member mid issuing a T-Cast() (Figure 1 -right) sends a NEW message as above and C(mid) constructs a NORMAL message as above. However, in this case, C(mid) forwards the NORMAL message to the boss CB (4) rather than multicasting it to MSSs. The boss appends a further sequence number and then multicasts the resulting message to MSSs and C(mid) (5).
Incomplete coverage, unreliable wireless links, unpredictable movements of MHs make possible that NEW messages be lost. For this reason, mid retransmits each NEW message until receiving the matching acknowledgment from a MSS.
Retransmissions and unpredictable movements of MHs make possible the arrival of duplicate and out-of-order NEW messages at coordinators. To cope with this, mid attaches a locally-generated sequence number to each NEW message enabling C(mid) to discard duplicates and to process NEW messages in the order in which they were generated.
Incomplete coverage, unreliable wireless links, unpredictable movements of MHs, make possible the loss of NORMAL messages at group members as well as the arrival of duplicate and out-oforder NORMAL messages. Such events are detected by group members based on the sequence numbers attached by coordinators. Missing messages provoke a retransmission request in the form of a NACK message sent to the local MSS (see below). Duplicates are discarded while outof-order messages are buffered until they can be delivered without violating the ordering specified by the sender.
A MSS that receives a NACK from group member mid retrieves a copy of the multicasts indicated in the NACK and sends them in sequence to mid. Such copies are extracted from a local cache maintained by the MSS (i.e., when the MSS receives a NORMAL message m from a coordinator, it broadcasts m in the cell and stores m in the cache). If a message is not cached, then MSS fetches a copy from the coordinator that originated that message.
To make sure that any fetch requests from MSSs can be satisfied, each coordinator C stores a copy of each NORMAL message m sent. C discards m when it knows that m has been delivered by all group members, i.e., that m has become stable [BSS91]. Each group member indicates which multicasts it has delivered within NACK messages. MSSs extract this information and forward it to coordinators as part of the processing of retransmission requests.
Actions at each host
In this section we describe the specific actions performed by group members, MSSs and coordinators, respectively, for managing messages. Full details can be found in the companion report [ABS99c].
Actions at Group Members
A group member mid may receive either a request to issue a multicast from the application or a NORMAL message from the local MSS. The related actions are as follows.
• When mid wishes to issue a multicast, it sends a NEW message to the local MSS. This message includes (i) the payload, (ii) the identifier of the coordinator associated with mid, C(mid), (iii) a flag, order, specifying the desired ordering, (iv) a locally-generated sequence number, and (v) a description of the messages delivered by mid so far (i.e., a copy of the delivered array, see below). The group member periodically resends this message until receiving an acknowledgment from a MSS. If mid roams in an uncovered region before receiving the acknowledgment, retransmissions are postponed until entering a cell again.
• Upon receiving a NORMAL message m (see the related flowchart in Figure 2 ), mid checks whether m is a duplicate. To this end, mid maintains an array of sequence numbers, delivered, with one entry per coordinator and initialized upon joining the group (Section 4.4).
The entry associated with coordinator Ck has this interpretation: mid has delivered all NORMAL messages sent by Ck with sequence number s < delivered [Ck] . By comparing the sequence number in the received message m to the pertinent entry of delivered, mid determines whether m is a duplicate, in which case mid discards m. Then mid checks whether m satisfies the delivery condition for the ordering specified by the originating group member. This condition depends on (i) the messages delivered by the originating group member upon sending m (m includes a description of these messages); (ii) the sequence number of m; and (iii) the array delivered at mid (see [ABS99c] for details). If the condition evaluates to false, then m cannot yet be delivered otherwise the desired ordering would be violated, i.e., mid has not yet received one or more messages that must be delivered before m.
In this case, mid buffers m and requests retransmissions of these messages. It does so by sending to the local MSS a NACK message describing the missing messages and the delivered messages. This NACK is resent periodically because it might be lost. On the other hand, if m satisfies its delivery condition then mid delivers m, updates delivered accordingly and process the buffered NORMAL messages whose delivery condition has become true (due to the delivery of m).
Actions at MSSs
A MSS may receive NEW and NACK messages from group members and NORMAL messages from coordinators. The corresponding actions are as follows.
• Upon receiving a NEW message from a group member mid, MSS sends an acknowledgment to mid and forwards the message to the coordinator C(mid) specified in the message itself.
• Upon receiving a NORMAL message, MSS stores a copy of the message in the local cache and broadcasts the message in the cell.
• Upon receiving a NACK message from a group member mid, MSS extracts the description of messages already delivered by mid and forwards this description to coordinators by means of a STABINFO message. Then, it extracts the description of the missing messages and relays these messages to mid, through a sequence of NORMAL messages. These messages are obtained from the local cache or, in case of a miss, from the coordinator that originated the message. If MSS detects through beaconing that mid has left the cell, then MSS stops the transmission and considers the processing of the retransmission request as completed. If the NACK is received while MSS is processing a previous NACK by the same mid, then MSS determines which NACK is more recent and discards the other, e.g., MSS might abort the sequence of messages being relayed and start a new one.
Finally, when MSS receive no NORMAL messages from coordinators, it periodically retransmits in the cell the sequence number of the last NORMAL message sent (or includes this sequence number within beacons). This allows group members to detect possible NORMAL messages which got lost.
Actions at Coordinators
A coordinator C may receive NEW messages from group members associated with it and STABINFO messages from MSSs (we omit the obvious handling of requests sent by MSSs as a result of a cache miss). If the coordinator is acting as the boss it may also receive NORMAL messages from other coordinators. The corresponding actions are as follows.
• Upon receiving a NEW message m (see the related flowchart in Figure 3 ), if the sending group member mid is not included in the current membership C discards m
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. Otherwise, C checks whether m is a duplicate, in which case it discards m (recall that NEW messages carry a sequence number selected by the sender). Then, C checks whether m arrived out-of-order, in which case it buffers m. In case m is not a duplicate and arrived in-order, C changes the tag to NORMAL, appends a locally-generated sequence number and stores a copy of the resulting message m1 into norm-buffer. This is a data structure containing each NORMAL message sent by C that might have not been delivered yet by all group members. Then, if the ordering specified in m is T-Cast(), C sends m1 to CB, otherwise it multicasts m1 to MSSs. Finally, it processes NEW messages sent by mid that are buffered and have become in-order.
• Upon receiving a STABINFO message, the coordinator C extracts the description of the messages sent by C itself and delivered by the specified group member mid (this description is a copy of the delivered array at mid, i.e., a sequence number for each coordinator). Based on this description, C updates norm-buffer to record messages delivered by mid and removes from norm-buffer messages delivered by all group members.
• Upon receiving a NORMAL message (this event may occur only at CB), C appends a locallygenerated sequence number, stores a copy of the resulting message in norm-buffer and multicasts this message to the MSSs and to the coordinator that sent the message.
Dynamic membership
Group joining and leaving occur as follows (see also • A MH wishing to become a group member constructs a JOIN message and sends this message to CB. The message includes the unique host identifier of MH and a join-id, i.e., a bit pattern selected by MH so that it is different from any other join-id that MH selected in the past (e.g., This message informs MH about the identity of its own coordinator and about the initial values for the delivered array. MH will deliver messages with greater sequence numbers.
• A group member wishing to leave the group sends a NEW message with a special indication to CB. Upon receiving the acknowledgment from a MSS, the group member stops participating in the protocol.
The actions of the boss CB with respect to dynamic membership are as follows.
• CB maintains a member-cache with the identifiers of past group members that have left the
group. An entry is purged from the member-cache after a time sufficiently long to ensure that no messages related to that group member are still in transit (assumptions of this kind are practically reasonable and are often necessary in distributed computing [L78,HR94]).
• Upon receiving a JOIN message, CB checks whether the enclosed mid is either in the current membership or in member-cache. If so, it discards the message. Otherwise, it instructs all coordinators that mid is joining the group and they have to provide their respective sequence number. Having received all such numbers, CB constructs a NORMAL message m containing these sequence numbers and describing the membership change, stores m in norm-buffer and multicasts m to MSSs.
• Upon receiving a NEW message telling that the sending mid wishes to leave the group, CB checks whether mid is in member-cache. If so, it discards the message. Otherwise, it instructs all coordinators that mid is leaving the group and waits for a response. Having received all such responses, CB constructs a NORMAL message describing the membership change, stores this message in norm-buffer and multicasts it to MSSs.
Finally, a MSS inspects NORMAL messages to detect membership changes and to stop relaying missing messages to MHs that, meanwhile, have left the group.
Observations
We make the following observations about the protocol.
Retransmissions of NEW messages and acknowledgments are mandatory in our system model. on, until receiving the expected acknowledgement.
Upon a cell switching, no message need be exchanged on the wired network. In particular, a MSS need not interact with any other MSS.
When a group member mid remains unreachable "for a while" and then enters a cell, the MSS will use its local cache to bring mid up-to-date and, in case of "long" disconnections, it will perhaps fetch "old" multicasts from coordinators.
The details required for implementing reliable FIFO-multicast in the wired network are irrelevant to our discussion. For example, one could add a layer above the (best-effort) IP multicast if
Stability information may flow to coordinators in a variety of ways, not only with the simple method described, i.e., within NACK and STABINFO messages. For example, group members could piggyback acknowledgments also in NEW messages. Coordinators could even solicit somehow explicit acknowledgments every now and then, for example when a group member does not miss any message for a long time. The key issue is that acknowledgements and deliveries proceed asynchronously.
When a group member receives a multicast m, it decides whether to deliver, buffer or discard m.
Buffering improves the performance of the protocol but it is not necessary for correctness, e.g., a received message m that cannot be buffered for lack of buffering space can be discarded (one could even discard a buffered message to make room for m). Intuitively, since the protocol is able to recover from lost messages, the reason for the loss does not matter. Notice that each MH may decide autonomously how much memory to allocate for buffering.
When the number of MSSs covering the area of interest may be much larger than the number of group members, then sending a NORMAL message to all MSSs is clearly an unnecessary cost.
Depending on the operating environment, it might be useful to involve in the protocol only those
MSSs whose cells actually contain group members. The simple extension presented in the next section, and independent of all what discussed so far, can be used to this purpose.
Involving only MSSs of non-empty cells
Coordinators maintain a set containing the identifiers of all MSSs covering the area of interest and send multicasts only to MSSs in this set, that we call subscribed. The actions at MSSs are modified as follows: (I) a MSSs that is not currently "subscribed" asks coordinators to include it in the subscribed set whenever its cell becomes non-empty; (II) a subscribed MSS whose cell has remained empty for a while may "unsubscribe". We do not give all details for sake of brevity and refer the reader to [B98] , that considers the case of a single coordinator. Essentially, subscription and unsubscription consist of a remote procedure call from the MSSs to the boss CB. The processing of this call consists in updating the subscribed set at all coordinators, which can be done with one multicast on the wired network, from CB to coordinators.
We observe what follows:
• When a group member enters a cell of a MSS that is not subscribed, it may perceive an increased latency of message delivery. However, this delay is of the order of time necessary for processing the related remote procedure call, that is small compared to the speed of users' movements. Correctness is not affected because, intuitively, the cell of the MSS being subscribed is equivalent to an uncovered area.
• Any reliable multicast protocol that does not always send all multicasts to all MSSs must exhibit a sort of start-up period when a group member enters an empty cell. Furthermore, other protocols offer similar functionality only by means of schemes that are more complex and more costly than that outlined here. For example, the extended form of the protocol in
[AB96] uses a data structure, called location view, that is the set of MSSs whose cells contain group members. This location view is replicated at all MSSs in the view. Updates to the location view must be performed at each replica and must be serialized. Hand-off must be properly synchronized with location view management.
• Beaconing enables an MSS to know the identifiers of MHs in its cell, but in practice not all
MHs will be group members. It follows that a MSS cannot tell whether its cell is "empty" or not. The optimization in this section requires, for example, that a dedicated field of a "greeting" message (the MH's response to a "beacon" message from the MSS) may contain information of the form "I am a group member ".
Simulation Environment
To analyze the performance of the protocol we developed a discrete event simulation model and implemented it in C++ language. The simulation model is fully described in [ The simulator supports a single multicast group with static composition. We did not implement dynamic membership as it would have increased the execution times of the simulations without providing significant insights -we are mainly interested in estimating performance indices about the multicast protocol rather than about the membership protocol 3 . Furthermore, one can obtain raw estimates of the membership performance indirectly, e.g., the time it takes for a MH to become a group member is roughly the time for delivering a few messages.
To better understand the simulation results, it is important to consider the components of the endto-end delay (or latency), i.e., the time experienced by a message along its way from a sending group member to a receiving group member. These components are shown in Figure 4 in case no message loss occurs. When a message is lost the latency includes a further component, the retransmission delay, which is the time necessary to detect and recover the lost message.
Processing corresponds to protocol actions, while buffering occurs when the message has to be delayed because it arrived out-of-order (e.g., buffered at group members). A message is queued for transmission when its processing is completed but the pertinent network interface is busy.
Transmission delays are the times necessary to actually put bits on the wireless/wired medium (determined by the available bandwidth) while propagation delay is the time it takes to these bits for reaching the intended destination.
Time for processing, transmission and propagation is determined by simulation parameters.
Buffering and queuing times cannot be predicted in advance as they depend on a number of factors, e.g., message generation rate, number of sending group members, etc. One of the valuable results of our simulations are estimates of buffering times and queuing times. We anticipate that queuing delays at MSSs, and specifically at the wireless interface between MSSs and group members, tend to be predominant as the message rate increases. This result is particularly significant because this delay component is due to the mismatch between the wired bandwidth and the wireless bandwidth, hence MSSs are likely to be the ultimate bottleneck of any multicast protocol for distributed mobile systems.
We shall denote by minimum latency the latency if queuing delays, buffering delays and retransmission delays were null or negligible, i.e., if latency was determined only by processing, transmission and propagation.
Results
We present results 4 that refer to messages issued with T-Cast(). We also performed experiments with all messages requiring Causal or Fifo order and such results were similar to those reported below (see Section 6.5 and [ABS99a, AB00] for details). Unless stated otherwise, we set the main parameters as follows (see [ABS99c] for more details and section 6.5 for other scenarios).
the number of members progressively grew from 0 to k.
We considered an operating environment similar to a small campus or building. Therefore, we We characterized mobility with T cell =5sec and P out =0, i.e., each group member remains in a cell, on the average, for 5 seconds and then enters another cell (P out ¹0 is considered in section 6.4). We assumed that each group members allocates 512 KB for buffering. We adopted a large buffer because we stressed the protocol in highly critical conditions, i.e., high message loss rates in the wireless cell and long disconnection periods. With more realistic values, a size of 32 KB has proven sufficient to obtain full performance [ABS99c]. We used 3 coordinators: C 0 , C 1 and CB.
We decided to consider a boss not associated with any group member in order to estimate the worst-case average latency for messages requiring Total ordering. It can be seen that the average latency remains close to the minimum latency while the workload is less than 80% of the wireless capacity and grows significantly for higher workloads.
Scalability
Potential Bottlenecks
The simulator has been instrumented so as to identify the various components of the latency. This allowed us to understand the bottlenecks of the protocol at high workloads. At first glance, one might expect that the boss CB is the main bottleneck as it has to process all multicasts. However, we found that this intuition is wrong as the major bottleneck is the wireless interface at MSSs.
Table1reports the overall latency for increasing number of senders up to 224 messages/sec (918 Kbps, i.e., 92% of wireless bandwidth utilization). Each row reports the average delay experienced at MSS, coordinator and boss and the part of this delay that is due to queuing. It can be seen that: (I) the average total delays at the coordinator and at the boss are practically negligible in comparison to that at MSS; (II) the total delay at MSS (and, specifically, the queuing component) tends to become the predominant factor of the overall latency.
Simulation results have also shown that this delay is mostly experienced in the transmission queue. This result is clearly due to the mismatch between the bandwidth of the wired and wireless networks. Table1: Average delays experienced at different points of the system (times are in msec). We argue that this phenomenon is not a peculiarity of our protocol, but rather a consequence of the coexistence of different network technologies with significantly different bandwidth. In other words, we argue that any multicast protocol will be able to take to each MSS, from the wired side, more messages than the MSS may actually broadcast on the wireless side. Experiments done in
[AB00] for the protocol in [AB96] corroborate our intuition (see Section 6.5). From another point of view, the observation that MSSs are an intrinsic bottleneck is particularly significant, because it allows using a simple, logically centralized coordinator-based protocol.
The results in Table1 correspond to 3 coordinators such that the boss CB is not associated with any group member. We also considered the case with 2 coordinators and CB that coincides with either C 0 or C 1. The results are very similar, except that the overall average latency is smaller because half of messages do not experience the step from the coordinator to the boss -as expected, CB not associated with any group member is a worst-case scenario (see [ABS99c] for details).
6.3
Effects of host mobility MSSs (i.e., solicited by NACK) over the number of messages delivered by group members. We measured also the percentage of duplicate messages, that exhibits a similar behavior and is not reported for the sake of brevity. It can be seen that the percentage of retransmitted messages is very limited, less than 1%, even for very high and probably unrealistic host mobility.
The above results corroborate our design choice of not requiring hand-off in the wired network upon movements of group members -retransmissions and duplicates are the potential drawbacks of absence of hand-off. Hand-off would prevent the arrival of duplicate messages at group members and useless transmissions of messages caused by host mobility, but the above results
show that insisting on that is probably not worthwhile.
Effects of incomplete coverage
To analyze the influence of incomplete coverage we divided group members into two classes:
non-disconnecting members, associated with P out =0, and disconnecting members, associated with P out >0. There are 10 and 90 members in the two classes, respectively. The protocol can be tuned for alleviating this effect, depending on the application needs. By increasing the number of coordinators, thus reducing the load on each coordinator, the latency perceived by non-disconnecting group members grows very slowly with T out (Figure 7 -left). It can be seen that adding more coordinators is beneficial also to disconnecting group members. 
Observations
The protocol in [AB96] was the first indirect protocol to be proposed for reliable multicasting in mobile wireless systems and its structuring has been highly influential in the design of later protocols (see section 2.2). We were not aware of any performance analysis for this family of protocols, so we performed ours by simulation and compared the performance of With respect to wireless and wired bandwidth usage, we performed also analytical predictions in addition to simulations. We interpreted the much better results of our protocol as due, respectively, to exploitation of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and absence of handoff.
In general, we found further support for two claims that we made in the previous sections: (I) the percentage of lost messages is very small, even for high mobility; and (II) the main component of the overall delay and main scalability bottleneck is queuing delay at MSSs. Specifically, we found that even when using the protocol in [AB96] the potential bottleneck of the system remains the wireless interface between MSSs and group members, thus confirming that this is not a peculiarity of our protocol.
Further simulation results for our protocol can be found in [ABS99a] . In that analysis we considered causally-ordered multicast with wired and wireless bandwidth 100 Mbps and 10
Mbps, respectively. Some other parameters were different from those assumed here (e.g., higher message generation rate and more MSSs), see the cited report for details. We found the same trend observed here and in [AB00]. Furthermore, we found that although causality information is maintained on a per-coordinator basis, rather than per-group member, unnecessary buffering 
Conclusions
We have presented and evaluated a reliable multicast protocol for distributed mobile systems that supports dynamic membership and accommodates neatly three increasingly strong delivery Simulation results have shown that the protocol scales well and that the main limiting factor is the waiting time spent for the wireless transmission at MSSs. Since this queuing delay is due to the mismatch between the bandwidth of the wired network and the wireless network, this factor appears to be a necessary consequence of the underlying computing platform rather than a peculiarity of our protocol. From another point of view, the fact that queuing delays at MSSs are the likely bottleneck of any similar protocol implies that our simple coordinator-based architecture is indeed sound and practical. Another important result is that absence of hand-off does not introduce significant costs in terms of duplicate messages or useless retransmissions. It follows that the ability to accommodate efficiently frequent movements of a large number of MHs comes at almost no cost. 
